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Whoever said soup was only for winter?In response to requests from readers of the Scottish
Mum Blog and the Soupmaker Club Blog, within these pages of lifestyle, family and food
blogger, Lesley Smith’s first soup making e-book, are lots of simple recipes for you to keep
handy in your gadgets. A whopping 60 recipes for your soup maker, which can form the basis to
many more adventurous soup making dishes of your own.Lesley says:“For good fresh cooking,
raw foods, plain nourishment, to hide vegetables for kids, or even to control calories for weight
loss, soup is the original mega food....”Soup can be as filling, or as light as needed, so blow
away thoughts of stodgy comforting winter food, and get used to soup as a family favourite.
Soups can be made for under 100 calories a bowl, or be wickedly laced with cream, cheese and
butter, and make the calorie count skyrocket. It’s all up to you as Chef Numero Uno.These
amazingly simple and no brainer tips and recipes, will leave you confident and creative with your
own soup maker. Lesley made these recipes in a jug (kettle) style soup maker, but the recipes
would work equally well for a blender style.Soups Include: Red Lentil, Traditional Scotch Broth
(Vegetable), Pea and Mint, Cauliflower and Cheese, Root Vegetable, Mediterranean Vegetable,
Tomato, Cream of Leek and Potato, Cream of Pumpkin, Cream of Asparagus, Cream of Carrot,
Carrot and Ginger, Gazpacho, Partan Bree, Spicy Parsnip, Sweet Pepper & Leek, Tomato &
Aubergine, and…..many….many more..
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Mrs F Deakin, “Soup Maker recipes. Loved the different varieties suggested. My two favourites
were the Broccoli Cauliflower and Carrot soup yummy and the Root Vegetable soup can
recommend both.  Well worth buying.Faye DeakinParaparaumu  New Zealand”

Trish, “It’s a great guide. Good suggestions”

C. Brown, “Full of good ideas for delicious soup. This recipe book contains 60 soup maker
recipes. There is an interesting variety of recipes, mostly using veggies, but a few using the
addition of cooked chicken or bacon. The recipes are simple to follow, with good explanations of
the various processes and the reasons behind them. The book also includes general advice on
choosing and using a soup maker. I have certainly got loads of new ideas from this book and will
be using it frequently.”

S A L, “Loved the recipes on line. Great book with lots of easy ideas using mainly ingredients
readily to hand. I found the author's blog when I was looking for more ideas for my soup maker
and all the recipes I have tried work and can be changed where necessary to suit diet or store
cupboard requirements.”

Madge, “Great Variety. Lots of recipes, some with a couple of options too! Easy to follow
instructions for any soup maker.Simple, straightforward ingredients with a couple of special
options or a nice change.Have made 3 already, no problems.”

Tracey, “Great for newbies. Really useful collection of recipes for those of us who are just
experimenting with their first soup maker. More photos of the soups would have been helpful,
though. I like to know what to expect/aim for!”

davidh64, “Easy to follow recipes. The recipes are easy to following and the instructions for the
soup maker are clear.Tried quite a few if the recipes and they have turned out well, the family
enjoyed them as well”

The book by Lesley Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 119 people have provided feedback.
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